
>> The broadcast is now starting. All attendees are in listen-only mode.  
 
>> Good afternoon. We would like to welcome you to today's session as part of the Employment First 
series for the state of Pennsylvania. My name is Michael Stoehr, and I work for the Pennsylvania 
Department of Education Bureau of Special Education through the PaTTAN system and am one of the 
team members for the Employment First state initiative in Pennsylvania. Before we get started, I just 
wanted to remind folks that you are using GoToWebinar technology. If you do have a question, please 
type that into the question box as part of your dashboard for GoToWebinar. If you're experiencing any 
type of technical difficulties, difficulty with audio, please go ahead and check how you are receiving your 
audio. We do recommend using a phone connection, if you can. That oftentimes helps in the connection 
process. Also, we do have a listing of who is registered for today. And that comes up as far as attendees. 
But if you are viewing today's session in a group, we'd appreciate it if you could type that also into the 
question box and let us know who is in attendance in your site if you are watching this with more than 
one person watching this at your site. With that, I'm going to go ahead and turn this over to Devon 
Grant. And Devon works in our governors cabinet and advisory committee for people with disabilities. 
So Devon.  
 
>> Thanks, Michael.  
 
>> You're welcome.  
 
>> You're one of the few people that get that title right, so thanks. So thank you all for joining us today. 
It's the first of our webinar series for the Pennsylvania Employment First State Leadership Mentoring 
Program. Today's title is "Communicating Discovery And Customized Employment To Individuals And 
Families." Today's presenter is Karen Lee. She's a subject matter expert and our neighbor from 
Maryland. Karen has dedicated 30 years to advocating for the active engagement of people with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities in all aspects of community life. As the executive director of 
Supporting Employment, Empowerment and Community, which is a provider of adult services in the 
Montgomery, Prince George's Counties in Maryland and the District of Columbia, Karen has successfully 
led conversion from a center-based model to delivering daytime community living and employment 
supports solely in the community. I wanted to mention, too, in terms of questions and answers, if we 
have time at the end of our hour here, we will read some of those questions and have Karen answer 
them on the webinar. If not, what we will do is take those questions. She can provide me the answers. 
We'll tack them onto the end of the PowerPoint presentation so, when we distribute that out, you will 
have those questions and answers in front of you. Also, I wanted to mention, when we do that, I'll send 
along a blank certificate of attendance in case any of you will need that. Finally, I wanted to mention our 
next webinar next month is March 28th. And that will be engaging families and communities with 
subject matter expert Cory Smith. And with that, I'll turn it over to Karen. Thanks.  
 
>> Wonderful and thank you, Devon. Devon and I have known each other a couple of years because, for 
a short period of time, after working with SEEC for about 25 years, I went on loan to the state of 
Maryland as a public policy fellow to assist the DDA in Maryland to create an Employment First path. 
And we did some legislative work when I was there. We did some work around provider transformation. 
I brought in about $5 million worth of grants to the state to help with the transformation. So I've worked 
really on the micro level and the macro level around customized employment and Employment First. 
And I've worked with talking to legislators and state agencies around the country as well as helped one 
or two people get some jobs, actually a few more than one or two people. But so really the whole 
gamut, and what I want to share with you today, is that the process is ... Whoops, I'm trying to get this ... 



Let me see if I can get this to go. There you go. What I want to try to do today is talk a little bit about the 
process of change. And I think that this is so important because you all have done a great job. There's, 
like, 800 people signed up for this thing in Pennsylvania, really, really impressive. People are engaged 
and ready to go. I know you have a lot of new regulations coming out. You have a new strategic plan. 
Your waiver has been rewritten. People all around the country are watching Pennsylvania to see how 
this goes because they're really excited about Pennsylvania's commitment to Employment First. So 
these steps are really the steps, no matter if you're talking about supporting one person or you're 
talking about changing a system like the entire Pennsylvania system. It's all the same. And I know that 
there are some people on the line today who are watching that work with one or two people. And 
you're looking at, "How do I talk these parents into doing this?" or, "How do I work with their group 
home to help them to get a job?" or, "How do I even help them to think about having a life outside of 
where they've been doing it now?" And some of you are working at an agency level or even a 
programmatic level and some at the state level. So everything I'm going to be talking about today is 
about engaging people all the way through the process and engaging people at different levels of an 
organization, including who all the stakeholders are and help you do that. So these are the steps, pretty 
simple. I think, you know, you could pay $1 millions and have a really big consulting agency come in and 
tell you the steps of change. Or you could go on the Internet and order a couple books. And pretty much 
whenever you do, if you bring somebody in from the outside, or you read it yourself, when it comes 
down to it, these are the steps that everything comes down to. You gather your information. You create 
your vision. What is it I'm going to do? You bring your stakeholders along. And then you make a plan. 
How am I going to do this? Then you implement that plan, and then you collect the data. So this is what 
we're going to do today. We're going to talk about how this happens at all these levels. So the first thing 
you have to do is gather your data, right? That's an important way to do that. So what exactly is it that 
you're gathering, and how is it that you're gathering it? There's all sorts of ways that we gather data. So 
sometimes, we gather data by just listening. This is a great way to gather data, just listening to 
employment webinars. You've got a webinar series coming up. I believe it's the fourth Tuesday from 2 to 
3 every month until September. So you've got a great start right there. I know that there's some 
conferences coming up in your state. There's a lot of different ways to try to gather that kind of 
information. So what you're going to see on my PowerPoint presentation down in the right-hand corner 
is a toolbox. So whenever there is a toolbox, it's the tools that I have set out for you to be able to use. 
So, when you do your research, let's go back to this whole idea of the research at the micro or the 
macro level. So the state's going to be collecting data. How many people are working? How many are in 
sheltered workshops? How many are in day programs? How many have no services? Whereas you might 
be looking at somebody like somebody Steve, let's say. Steve, what is he doing right now in his daily 
activity? What does he want to do? What does he like to do? Who is he? So that's kind of really at the 
micro level. More at the programmatic level, you're looking at things like, how many people are working 
in this organization? What exactly are all our programs? What are the kinds of things people are 
currently doing? What does our economy look like where we live? Are most people self employed? Are 
most people in wage jobs. What is the industry where we are? So you want to look at all of that kind of 
research. But really one of the things you want to spend a fair amount of time on is best practices. And 
I'll tell you the reason coming up as we go is, if you don't believe in what it is you're selling, nobody else 
will believe, either. And so my recommendation at this point is that if you don't actually believe it, and 
everyone of us has had a supervisor in our lives that didn't believe a policy that they needed to 
implement, right? And so it gave a lot of leeway to how we interpreted what we were supposed to do. 
And that's really not fair for the people we support and the families. If we don't quite yet believe in 
customized employment, in one person at a time, in supporting people in the community, then we need 
to take some time and do some more research. Maybe visit people who have figured this out or people 
who are thinking about this or even visit one or two people on a job and do a lot of work around getting 



ourselves ready to be able to tell the story going forward. But keep doing that research. So what I've 
given you is four different things. And you have Cory next month. And he's from Griffin and Hammis, 
which is the second. These are all live links. So the Marc Gold and Associates is an organization that has 
really pioneered the idea of discovery and negotiated jobs. And Mike Callahan is their principal. And he 
has been dedicated his life to employment supports. And he's got some really great articles on his 
website. So I gave you that. These articles are really wonderful articles for families to read and or to 
interpret to families. And we'll talk a little bit more about some of those strategies. They're not highly 
technical articles. They're not data based. They're really written in plain English. Griffin and Hammis has 
a lot of great information. There's a book on there that they recommend for self employment that's got 
a lot of great stuff in here. ODEP, which is the Office of Disability Employment Policy, ODEP. It's 
Department of Labor, United States Department of Labor. And that's who's brought me to you today is 
ODEP and the Department of Labor. They have a wonderful, wonderful website on customized 
employment and what it means and how long it takes and what organizations need and how to support 
somebody in a customized way and not just the Q and A page that I've put here. But there's a ton of 
information on there. And I think then the most important professional thing anybody can do is to 
belong to your professional organization. Not only do they advocate for you, but they bring you all the 
latest information, the legislative information, the information about funding, the information about 
best practices. And APSE is our professional organization. It's the Association for Persons Supporting 
Employment First. And when you link that, you'll link to their website, which is a free open website for 
people to look at. There's a lot of really great information on there. And we'll talk a little bit more as we 
go along about ways to be involved. But you should definitely join APSE. You can join it at a very low 
level. Your organization can join it. You can join it as a family member. Attend your state meetings. 
There is an APSE Pennsylvania. Find out about that and meet with them. And there's a national 
conference every year. But they also have a webinar series. And they have a certification for 
employment professionals. And I know that's something that the state of Pennsylvania is requiring now 
is a certification in customized employment or employment. And APSE has that certification, is one of 
the routes to that. So when you get this, a copy of this, you will be able to click these links. So that will 
be available. I think they're going to post it on the website afterwards. And they'll share that information 
in the end. So the next step, we talked about the first step as doing your research. So once you have 
done your research, you've got to set your vision. What is your organization's vision? What's your vision 
for Steve? What's your vision for the state? What is that vision? Well, on a national level and on a state 
level, that vision came very easily. And that's called Employment First. And that means employment is 
the first option for people when we're thinking about what kind of supports and services they need. And 
think about it. I live in Montgomery County, Maryland. And I work in Montgomery County, Maryland. I 
don't live in Montgomery County, Maryland, and work in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, although 
today, obviously, I am, brought to you by webinar. But for the most part, I live in Montgomery County, 
Maryland, and most of the stuff that I do is here. Often times, our work drives where we live, who are 
friends are, all of that kind of stuff. So what is our vision? What is our vision for employment? And how 
does it fit into our organizations? How does it fit into the state plan for services? How does it fit into 
Joe's life or into Steve's life or into Sue's life? So we really have to set that vision. I'm going to give you 
some examples of how to set that vision. And you can do it in a variety of ways. There's no right way or 
wrong way. But once you really have all your information, and you've done your research, I think this 
will come to you fairly easily. Here are some themes with the vision. So that vision can be a mission 
statement. It can be a picture, like you see a picture of the young man here working, right? Does that 
say it all or what? By the way, here's another one of my toolboxes for you. You look at a picture of that 
guy working, and you're like, "Okay, that's about work. That's about work for people with disabilities, 
right?" Source work. I've heard that before. Working for life. Employment support. Everyone works. 
Maybe it's a statement. Everyone deserves the right to contribute in work and the supports they need to 



be successful. Whatever it is that your theme is doing. The issue with messaging this way, whether 
you're messaging for one person, or you're messaging, or whether you're messaging for an agency, or 
whether you're messaging for the state, is that a lot of people come in and out of our lives. And a lot of 
people, whether it's because of staff turnover or because we have families that come and go or because 
a lot of -- we have a lot of state agencies interacting with one another. But if we have a brand that's 
produced, and everybody's on the same, it makes it so much easier to bring along our stakeholders, to 
share the information with our stakeholders. So that's a really critical step. So the first thing we're going 
to do is we're going to do the research, really understand what it is we're doing, really get on board. 
We're going to set that vision. We're going to make sure that there is some way that that vision. And 
everybody knows it's different. It's going to happen. And it's about work, right? So we don't want to 
have it to be something like, you know, join the club or come ... You know, that's for something else. We 
want this to be about work. We don't want it to be about any other kind of thing, right? Because we are 
talking about work. And we want to make sure that people understand and agree with the message and 
that they are coming on board. And then we share the vision. So once we have the vision, we have to 
share it. This is the most important part of today is to think about this in sharing the vision. So how do 
we share that vision? And I'm going to spend a little bit of time on this one. So how do we share that 
vision? Well, it really depends upon who your audience is. So definitely one thing you have to do is you 
got to communicate. There's tons of ways to communicate, right? We, all of us, work with people who 
have nontraditional forms of communication. Some of them use gestures. Some of the people we 
support may just smile, or some may grimace or make a grunt or use some signs or point. So the same 
thing is true with everybody else is that different people like different kinds of communication. And if 
you're providing supports to one specific person, and let's say you're an employment professional, and 
you're working alongside with somebody, you want to know not only how that person communicates, 
but you want to know, how does that family want to receive the information? How does that group 
home they're working with need to receive that information? And unfortunately, it might be really 
different from one another. But you have to find that out. You can't say, "Well, this is the way I do it. I 
only text." And if the people who are receiving the communications don't text, it's not what we call 
communication. So you want to be really, really careful about that. So I want to tell you the best advice I 
ever received. There was a executive director in Maryland named Tim Quinn, who was just a real 
wonderful lifelong advocate who recently passed away. And Tim had worked for years, 2 years, actually. 
Had gotten some grant money to look at retooling the workshop, the sheltered workshop. And I 
suppose they were supporting about, you know, 150 people or so. They were up not right close to the 
Pennsylvania border in Hartford County and right on the other side of the Susquehanna. And Tim had 
worked for a long, long time on this. And he did exactly what I said. He did the research. They brought in 
people from other states. They went and visited other organizations. They did a ton of really wonderful, 
wonderful work. And they came up with a vision, a very clear vision. We are shutting down our 
sheltered workshop. We are simply going to do this. It's the right thing to do. We haven't figured out 
how to support everybody yet. But we're going to do it. It's an important thing to do. And so they had a 
big family meeting. And this is they're getting ready to share their vision. So they did their research. 
They set the vision. And they're getting ready to share their vision. And he got out there. And he was 
excited because, man, he had really put the work into this. He was so excited. He got out there, and he 
said to the families, "I've got great news for you. We have figured out how to help your sons and 
daughters have better lives, to get what they want in life. We are going to shut down our sheltered 
workshop. And everybody's going in the community." And all the families said, "Uh-uh. Over my dead 
body. You're not doing that." And what he learned from this was that he had spent 2 years working on 
this vision. He had spent 2 years creating this path of where they were going to go, 2 years in branding 
the mission of what it was going to look like, and he never brought anybody along with him. And he 
forgot that they were back where he was 2 years ago. And it dawned on him that 2 years ago, if 



somebody had said to him, "Here's our vision. Here's what we're going to do," he'd have been, "Yeah, 
right." And I think that I have used this lesson over and over and over again is that we really want you to 
do the research. We want you to really get involved and understand and see it and be able to articulate 
it really well, whether it's for one person or a whole system. We want you to have a very clear vision 
about where you're going. But you have to be incredibly thoughtful that the people that you're speaking 
to about this vision, the stakeholders, and we're going to talk a little bit about who those are in the next 
slide. But the stakeholders, they're where you were when you started. So the question is, how do I bring 
them along? How do I be respectful? And they don't have to take the same 2 years. That's for sure. You 
don't need the same 2 years. It can be a little bit of a crash course. But it certainly can't be 20 minutes. 
And that was a great lesson that Tim taught me. And I've used that over and over. And so I'm hoping 
that that gift to you will also help you as you think about how to bring families along. So much time 
would be saved if we could just say, "This is where we're going. It's a great thing. You ought to love it. 
Come on," because that's a really hard thing to do. You really got to bring folks along. And you got to be 
thoughtful about how you do that. And we're going to talk more about that as I go forward here. But to 
really remember where they're coming from and what they've heard and what they've known, and 
especially since we, as a profession. As I said, I've been doing this for about 30 years. We, as a 
profession, 30 years ago said, "No, no, no, no, no. You cannot be in the community. You absolutely need 
to be in this building. That's the only way I can keep you safe. That's the only way things can happen. 
That's the only good place where things can go right." And then now we're saying, "No, I was just 
kidding about that. Don't pay any attention to me." We've done that to parents and kids with 
intellectual developmental disabilities for decades. We've done that to them as we went from 
institutions to community, as we went from group homes to independent or supportive living. We've 
done that in special education when folks had to be in segregated, separated classes. And then they 
were in a self-contained class in an integrated school. And then finally now, we're trying to figure out 
how to help students to be ... So we've been selling this bill of goods to families that folks, they can't 
work out what happens at the age of 18. And please use all of this when you speak to families. At the 
age 18, we know what happens, right? That's when you get your Social Security. And the first thing you 
have to tell the person at Social Security to collect the check is, "No, he can't work." And then now we're 
saying, "Yeah, well, maybe he would work a little bit." And what I say to families is SSI stands for 
supplemental security. It doesn't stand for substitute income. It's not meant to be a substitute to work. 
It's meant to supplement, so supplemental income. So to really think about where people are, whoever 
your audience is, whether it's families, direct support professionals that have spent their lives working in 
group homes or spent their lives working in day centers or sheltered workshops, remember where 
they're coming from. Some of them will intuitively get what you're saying right away about a different 
vision or a different future. But a lot of them are going to be mired in what they've done for years. Okay. 
So who are your stakeholders? This is a really critical step for you. You really need to spend some time 
on this. Who are your stakeholders? And when we started the conversion at SEEC back in 2005, I spent 
an entire year with my board of directors. That was the first group of people that I went to. And that's 
organizational change. And more than 50 percent, probably 75 percent of the people at SEEC, on the 
SEEC board of directors, were family members. And so we started off by doing a lot of really interesting 
strategies with the board. So the first thing we did is kind of like that doing your research. So we gave 
them the research. We started off by sharing some articles. And some of those articles that I've sent to 
you earlier on, the Marc Gold articles and the Griffin Hammis articles, and you could look at old past 
magazines and online. There's a lot of good Q and As. And we tape those. And I think that I stole that 
idea from Nancy Thaler, who's now your state director. Maybe 20 years ago or so, 21 years ago, she and 
I were working on something together. And she was telling me that she needed somebody to hear some 
information. And so what she did was recorded it. And I think she put it on a tape recorder or something 
for people. And when I did this, I actually put it on a CD. So it was back in 2005. And my assistant 



recorded these articles. And we said to them, "When you're jogging, or when you're driving to work, put 
these on your iPod and play them and listen to them." And we read them articles because we knew they 
wouldn't really read them. So with the board of directors, we spent an entire year. I found colleagues 
around the country through APSE that were also doing the same thing that we were trying to do. They 
had been a segregated organization, and they wanted to become folks living and doing their lives in the 
community. And so I found three executive directors who had a board member that was willing to to 
mentor. I had three members that I knew we're going to be kind of sticklers, that weren't real happy 
about what we were talking about. And I think their spouses were really the ones not happy. But they 
were on our board. So we spent a fair amount of time so that after they heard something new, they 
could call this person and talk to them. And they weren't close. I mean, we're in suburban DC. And one 
of the executive directors was out in Colorado. And one was down in Florida. And I think one was in 
Seattle. And they were very kind to us to do that. So find a partner. You know, that was a great way to 
do it. We did an all-day retreat. And so by the time we were ready to vote on, okay, are we ready to do 
this? We had really brought them along. You know, that's that lesson, that bringing them along. We had 
gone on tours of other organizations, organizations that we didn't want to replicate and organizations 
that we did want to replicate. And we spent a lot of time doing that. And the board of directors really 
had our back. And then here's one of the reasons why you want to do that. Shortly after we had the 
vote to do this, and our first group of folks started to get all their supports in the community, we had an 
incident, right? Not that there was, you know, one incident in the organization, in the community, for 
every 10 that were in the building. So there were much, much less incidents happening in the 
community than they were in the building because, of course, more eyes are on folks when they're in 
the community, and closer eyes are on them. But somebody had gone up to get a soda at a counter. And 
the woman that we provide supports to, who likes to lift up her shirt, was wearing a sports bra because 
she likes to lift up her shirt. We want to make sure that she was properly covered. And the staff went up 
there to pick up a soda. And by the time she came back, the woman had lifted up her shirt. And 
somebody had put it on a really nasty LISTSERV that we have here in Montgomery County, Maryland. 
And people were e-mailing in, and they were saying, you know, "We should call the Post," and, "This is 
horrible," and, "Nobody was looking after her." And you know, the staff got theer back in time. And it 
was fine. But it was one of the first people they'd seen kind of out in the community like this. So they 
didn't really know what they were ... You know, "What's going on? Did they leave her?" And my board 
had my back. Because they had been along the ride with me, they had my back. They said, "Don't worry 
about it. We recognize this stuff happens. You guys did the right stuff. Your staff was pretrained. You did 
some post-training around this." And I think that really the lesson from that, for me, was that you always 
want to have the folks who you're going to need to help you if something goes wrong because, by the 
way, stuff goes wrong. That's just the reality of life. It does whether you're in a center, or you're in the 
community. So I started with the board of directors. It took about a year. And I say this to you, this story 
to you, like if it was easy, and it wasn't easy. We did a lot of visioning, a lot of working, a lot of reading, 
and I talked to you about it for 5 minutes. But as I said, it took about a year to really get folks on board. 
Meanwhile, we were still working with people trying to get them out. So we had great stories to tell. So 
the people that we support are also really, really important, and we listen to them during our IP 
meetings. That's what we call it here in Maryland, IP. I think some people call it ISP. In the school 
systems, of course, it's IEP. But what we hear from people in the IP meetings is, "I want something 
different. I want my life to be different. I want something better." And so we really talked a lot about 
that in the IP process to them. Who are your funding agents? At the time, Employment First wasn't 
around, and so we had to bring in our funding people, and families weren't happy. You know, we started 
to bring them along the way, and we probably were supporting about 100 people in our center at the 
time, and probably 10 of them had formed a small group called the Concerned Parents Group, and I 
always wondered if they thought other parents weren't concerned because they didn't join in. But they 



called themselves the Concerned Parents Group, and they fought us tooth and nail, abut we continued 
to meet with them. We didn't ignore them. We met with them when they asked. We met in the 
morning, in the night, in the afternoon. I gave them the e-mail addresses and the phone numbers to 
state folks because we'd already done our state, bringing our state folks along. Employers are really 
important. Community members because, right, they're going to see people out. So do you have a 
relationship with a local recreation department or the person who runs or manages the rec center or 
the swim center? Or they're going to be seeing us, and they haven't seen us before. So do you have a 
relationship with them? Do they know who to call if they're concerned or if they see something? We 
need to make sure that that happens, right, introducing people over and over and over again. So it is 
really, really important to decide who your stakeholders are. And only you can do that. You know, if 
you're a DSP, or you're an employment consultant or an employment specialist, your stakeholders are, 
you know, community employers. They are the person that you're supporting. They are the families. 
They are the people that maybe support the person at home in their residential program, anybody that 
you can think of, tell the story to, bring them along. Give them the same courtesy, the same vision that 
everybody else gets. Start slow. Start slow. So, after you have done your research, and you've set your 
vision, you want to bring those stakeholders along. I'll tell you something really interesting that 
happened to me that I'd like to share as a really great lesson learned. There's Employment First methods 
happening all over the state. And I'm not criticizing one method or another. But, when I went to do my 
fellowship in Maryland, one of the things that I found was, I started to study how every other state that 
had added Employment First policy, how they had created their plan, how they had marketed their plan. 
And what I found is, some states had big committees and big commissions. And I found that some states 
had, maybe, 10 people in one state. Ironically, the biggest state in the country, California, had three 
people write their plan. I thought that was kind of ironic that the biggest state had the fewest amount of 
people writing their plan. So what I found was that the states that brought more people along to help 
them to write their plan made the biggest, deepest changes. And so I think that's a really incredibly 
powerful process is that, when you bring your stakeholders along to be a part of the next step, that so 
much less training needs to be done, so much less talking people into things. So I think if we have a lot of 
really great person-centered planning tools, like maps and path and all those really great tools, person-
centered planning. And I have, in the end, some other tools for you to use as well, making a plan. And I'll 
share that with you in the next toolbox. But there's a lot of tools out there, whether you're at a micro 
level or a macro level, to help you in the planning process. Let's go onto that. So this is the bringing the 
stakeholders along. Have you ever seen this? If you have not watched it, make sure that you watch 
Simon Seneck, S-E-N-E-C-K. He's on YouTube, and he has, start with the why. Why is it that you're doing 
this? And that's really important when you're setting your vision to make sure you start with the why. 
Why are we doing this? Not what you're going to do. We're going to make this big change. No. People 
need to work. People need their own income. People need freedom. That's right. Whatever. Start with 
the why. But this is something that he talks a lot about is this is kind of the diffusion of innovation. So 
this is how people come along. So this is the message for your stakeholders. Start with your innovators. 
Don't start with the families that are saying to you, "No way. Not over my dead body. That's not going to 
happen," right, or the staff that say, "Uh-uh. She'll die if she goes out there." And I did have a family 
member that said, "I'm sorry. If you'll have her in the community" ... By the way, she'd been in the 
community the whole time. But she came in and out of a building to go places. But don't start with those 
folks. Start with the people who are going to help you. So start with something, if you think about it, 
right, you got 100 people. Let's say you're working with 100 people. You have 100 families. All's you got 
to do is start with three. Find those three and think about how you want to talk to them, how you want 
to bring them along. Do you do it on a webinar? Do you do it at a bakery? Do you go out for a cup of 
coffee? Do you go to a Starbucks or a Dunkin' Donuts or whatever's closest to them? Do you go to their 
home? Do you go out at nighttime when they're ready to hear it? Do you bring some sandwiches along? 



How do you do it? So bring along that group because once you bring along that first three people, those 
three people and you will bring along the next 13, 14 percent. They'll start telling the story. And you 
could talk about that. How do we bring this along for other people? This is really science. This is 
definitely something that happens. This is not just ... Sorry, my phone is ringing in the background. So 
how do you get folks to come along? So you go along to the early majority. And then you keep going. 
You can use this slide to kind of watch the process and how that happens. And this is a great way for us 
to be able to take a look at the process of how you bring people along. Not everybody's going to bite on 
the first cast, right? It's just not going to happen. Don't spread your net wide. Just take a couple of 
people. Try it out. See how it goes.  
 
>> Karen, excuse me. Can you repeat the reference? 
 
>> Uh-uh.  
 
>> I'm sorry. Karen, can you repeat the reference for the slide, again? Yes.  
 
>> Sure can. So Simon Seneck. He wrote a book. He has this theory called the golden circle. And his Ted 
Talk, which also can be found on YouTube, is called "Start With The Why," W-H-Y, "Start With The Why," 
Simon Seneck. And you know, a lot of you have probably read books like "Good to Great" by Jim Collins, 
which is wonderful. And that kind of talks a little bit about this, too, about getting the right people on 
the bus. So there's a lot of really good literature out there that will tell you how to bring people along. 
And this is definitely one of my favorite because you can watch it in 19 minutes. And I would suggest 
that you watch the whole 19 minutes of it. Yeah, Simon Seneck, "Start With The Why." So then you got 
to do your plan. You got to put some structure to your plan. You know, you've kind of been thinking 
about it a little bit, right, because you've been reading it. You've been reading it. You've been talking 
about it. You've set this vision. You're moving along. So here's the tools. See my little tool kit down 
there? Use your stakeholders to help create the plan. In Maryland, when we created the Maryland state 
strategic plan, we had 175 people helping us. Every time we got together, people asked questions. This 
system isn't going to work. This isn't how it's going to work. I can't believe it's going to work. And as we 
did that, other people started to chime in, and not just me, to say, "Well, I actually ... We've tried it at 
our organization. And it's helped." Or a family member who says, "You know, I didn't think it was, either. 
And then my friend got a job. And now, he's so much happier," or, "Now, he's going to move out on his 
own," or, "Now, I don't have to make his bus schedule for him any more because he can do it." So here 
are three kind of levels for you to think about, right? So I have "Going to Work Book." It's a great tool. 
And you'll have to catch the link on this. So when you get a copy of this, just click on the purple. And 
that's a link. It's a wonderful book about that a person you can do sitting alongside of somebody, I 
definitely suggest doing it over a couple cups of coffee with their family. It's a bit of a discovery tool, if 
you haven't really figured out how you yourselves are going to do discovery yet, or you haven't adopted 
as an organization. That's a really hard thing, I think, for organizations is, how do you go from, "I sent my 
job developer to this. But nobody's gotten any jobs." This is big systems change. This is new forms, new 
amounts of time for staff. New organizational structures. Here at SEEC, we use this paradigm, structure, 
process, people. You can't blame the people, meaning the staff, you can't blame the people unless you 
have a structure in place that allows them to do what they need to do. You cannot have a structure that 
does not have processes. You know, then you can start to train and hold people accountable. Why aren't 
my staff getting more jobs? Okay. Do they have enough time with each person? Are they structured so 
they're maybe working with four, five people at a time rather than 25 people at a time? Are we 
structured in a way for that to be successful? Process, do we have the right processes in place? Do we 
have the right forms, the right training, the right time with families? Do we have the processes in place 



to help them to be successful? And then, have we given them the training and the support they need? 
So structure, process, people. We ask it about everything, not just this, but about everything. The next is 
a program-level plan. And here's some things that if just your program is looking at, how do we retool 
ourself? How do we work? And then finally, at the agency level, this you'll find an evaluation and 
planning tool. And I absolutely recommend executive directors and board of directors do this. This is not 
program director level stuff. This is about budgets and how you message the organization. And if you 
have a website that looks like, oh, the poor people with disabilities, and then at the same time you're 
saying, "Oh, no. Hire them. They're competent, and they make great contribution," it's a little bit ... You 
can see the conflict there. So we want to have this evaluation and planning tool. ODEP, the Office of 
Disability Employment Policy, is coming out soon with their own evaluation tool. But in the mean time, 
the Tennessee Employment First group has created a provider transformation tool kit. And the folks that 
are a part of creating this are available for webinars or to talk to you. There's a bunch of names in the 
book. And it is an evaluation tool to help your organization review, are we ready for customized 
employment? And it's a really wonderful tool. And then it helps you to go on to say, how do we plan? 
Now that we know what we're weak in or what we still need to work on, we need to go ahead and do a 
plan. And it's a part of that. So no matter if you are working with one or two people, you're working with 
a program level, or you're working with an agency, here are all three tools that you can use. Again, make 
sure you are using your stakeholders all along the way. Implementing the plan. So that's kind of a no-
brainer. You know, really. You want to implement the plan. You know, let me just say go back to the plan 
for a second. You may only have a week-long plan. You may have an annual plan. You may have a 5-year 
strategic plan. It doesn't really matter. Do whatever you can just to get off the ground. All you have to 
do is have a couple success stories. Go back to my diffusion, right. So if you're supporting 100 people in 
your day center or your sheltered workshop, if you get three people jobs, if you get three people jobs in 
the community, that's all, just three, right, and you know right now who those people are, if you get 
three people jobs, and they become believers, the next 13 people will be so much easier if you tell their 
stories, right? So just start. Just start. I know this is a really hard thing to do because ... Forward here. 
Because ... And this is my gift, I'm hoping, to you. Don't worry about the vans. We don't have to worry 
about them. All's we're talking about is three people. Don't worry about the building that you don't 
know what you're going to do with. Don't worry about the families that absolutely said, "Over my dead 
body." Don't worry right now about the people whose support needs may be so significant, we can't yet 
figure out how to support them in a different way. Don't worry about them. Just start with a few people 
so that you have some successes. That's all you have to do. Don't reorganize your whole agency before 
you do this. Just support a few people to make some good things happen. So this is really just do it. You 
really just need to start implementing this plan. And then this is my favorite part. This is when you 
collect the data because I love data. I love data. So let's say we take those three people out of our 
hundred, we take those three people. We're going to tell the stories. We're going to use phones, and 
we're going to take pictures, and we're going to take videos. Whether it's through the discovery process 
or the job negotiation process or actually on the job, learning the job, spending the check at the Target 
to get that new shirt they wanted or saving up for the new baseball or going to the game, whatever it is, 
we're going to take pictures, and we're going to tell the stories. There's nothing like a story. We're going 
to take pictures, and we're going to tell the story. And then what we're going to do is we're going to go 
back, and we're going to look at the data, and we're going to say, "How long did that take us to figure 
out what Steve's really good at? How long did it take us to go from a really good idea or three really 
good ideas that we have for Bob into an actual job?" And once he's started that job, so we're going to 
look at the data. So you want to be collecting this data. How long does this take? Because it takes a lot 
longer than we think. But once you do it, and you do it well, there is nothing like it. And you don't have 
to keep doing it again, right? So if you're going on the Home Depot site, and you are filling out an 
application online, you're going to have to fill out about 300 applications before you get offered one job. 



That is not how we do it. And I know that you're going to hear some really great stories from Cory. And a 
lot of you are going through certification right now to become employment specialists. So you're 
learning about discovery and customized employment and how it's different than kind of the traditional 
filling out the resume online or filling out the application online. But the one to one individual job 
support in the community, very, very different. Takes longer. But once it's done, my current statistics 
here at SEEC show that it costs the first year about $25,000 to get somebody through discovery and job 
development. And every subsequent year, we're somewhere around $3,000 per person. And so we're 
able to kind of use the money, move the money around a little bit, so that we can spend the money 
when it needs to be spent and then use the savings in other places. But my data showed that because I 
collected that data. And so that's really an important part of the process here is to collect that data and 
tell the stories. So how are you going to tell these stories? Are you going to put them up on a blog? Are 
you going to have a monthly newsletter? How is it that you are going to tell those stories? Okay. You can 
have weekly stories on the website. Are you going to have employer appreciation events? Because 
remember, employer to employer, just like, how do people come to work for your organization? They 
come because of somebody they knew. How do people get jobs? They get jobs because of somebody 
they knew. I have a few very favorite statistics that I like to always share. That is that LinkedIn says, 
they're a news source now, I guess, but LinkedIn says that 80 percent of all jobs are never advertised. 
Eighty percent ... Think about that ... 80 percent of all jobs are never advertised. That means, if we're 
only looking in the want ads, and we're only looking online, we are missing most jobs. Another statistic 
that "Forbes Magazine" says that I absolutely love is, 65 percent of all people get jobs because of who 
they know. So who do you know? Who does your organization know? Who do the families know? And 
that's why it's so critical to bring families along at this point is because whoever somebody has in their 
lives, and even if somebody lives in a residential situation, who lives around them? What grocery store 
do they go to? You know, not that you're going to get them a job there, but who do they know that 
knows them that might know somebody else, right? So if it's 65 percent of people get jobs because of 
who they know, we better be doing a better job of building social capital for the people we work with. 
And, by the way, the person sitting next to them at the sheltered workshop generally doesn't have any 
social capital. So one of our first things we have to do is we got to get folks out in the community. They 
got to be a part of their own community, their own congregations, their own neighborhoods, their own 
civic associations. They have to be a part of the greater community, their own hair salons that they go 
to, the places that they have their Friday night special chicken dinner, whatever it is. They need to be a 
part of their community and not rustle through those places but to actually be a part of the community. 
The guy that picks something up that's on the floor, right? The person that maybe offers to do 
something special at the church or the synagogue or the mosque, wherever the person may worship. So 
how do we get folks involved, right? That's how people know each other. And that's how you get jobs. 
Employer appreciation events are absolutely no different. October is ... They call it NDEAM, National 
Employment Disability Awareness Month, NDEAM. It's a great opportunity for you to have a some sort 
of event. And you can get, from Department of Labor, they'll send you these great posters. You can have 
your executive director or board president do a thank-you and go out to every employer and hand them 
something, bring them a coffee mug, have some sort of morning event where you bring people together 
and bring a speaker that they might be interested in, like the chamber does. Maybe you want to host a 
chamber event. Some way, you've got to tell these stories and get folks talking together. And then the 
jobs. Nobody tells the story better than the job seekers. Nobody tells the story better than their pictures 
and their stories and their families. So definitely use all of those resources. And here in the end is just 
some other resources for you to think about in terms of communication plans, branding your 
organization. And then there's copy to a link to the Maryland State Employment For Strategic Plan. So 
thank you very much to everybody for your time today. This was the first in a long series to come just to 
get yourself revved up and thinking about it. I hope it meets the needs that you have. Please feel free to 



e-mail me if you have any further questions. I don't know. Is there any quick questions or anything, 
either Michael or Devon, that you want to say before we sign off? 
 
>> I think we're good. We only had a couple questions, but they were really specific to a place in the 
state. So I think we may want to answer those privately.  
 
>> Okay. Devon, anything else that you want to add before we're done? 
 
>> Just to thank you very much. That was excellent. I think that was a great start to our service. So thank 
you for that.  
 
>> Wonderful. And, yeah, and I have to say, I know who's coming ahead for you. You've got a lot of 
really, really brilliant folks that are going to be sharing some information with you all in the next weeks. 
And, of course, Devon's a wonderful leader in this team. So good luck and best of luck to everybody. And 
I'm going to be around Pennsylvania helping a few different folks and hope to see you soon, and thank 
you very much for the opportunity here today with you.  
 
>> Great. Thank you very much.  
 
>> The PowerPoint will be available, along with this. We are recording today's session, so we'll be 
posting that, and that link will be available for you.  
 
>> Great. Thank you so much, everybody. Have a great day.  
 
>> Thanks. You, too. 
 


